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THE CAYLEY CUBIC AND DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
WOJCIECH KRYN´SKI AND OMID MAKHMALI
Abstract. In this article we define Cayley structures as a field of Cayley’s cubic surfaces over a four
dimensional manifold and motivate their study by showing their similarity to indefinite conformal
structures and their link to differential equations. In particular, for Cayley structures an extension of
certain notions defined for indefinite conformal structures in dimension four are introduced, e.g., half-
flatness, existence of a null foliation, ultra-half-flatness, an associated pair of second order ODEs, and
a dispersionless Lax pair. After solving the equivalence problem we obtain the fundamental invariants
and find the local generality of several classes of Cayley structures.
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1. Introduction
Cayley’s cubic is a projective surface in P3 expressed as
(1.1) 1
3
(y2)3 + y0y3y3 − y1y2y3 = 0,
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where [y0 ∶ y1 ∶ y2 ∶ y3] are homogeneous coordinates for P3. Among projective surfaces, Cayley’s
cubic has many remarkable properties, e.g., it is a non-degenerate ruled Demoulin surface that is
projectively minimal, whose generating curve can be chosen to be a twisted cubic [Sas99, Sas06].
It is also the unique non-degenerate surface whose Fubini cubic form is parallel with respect to a
naturally defined connection [NP89, NS94]. Another significant property is the fact that it is a
homogeneous projective surface, i.e., a subgroup of PGL4(R) acts transitively on it. It turns out that
its symmetry algebra is three dimensional which makes it the unique non-degenerate surface with
second largest symmetry algebra. More precisely, in [DDKR00] it is shown that the largest dimension
for the symmetry algebra of a projective surface, that is not the quadric, is three. Among these
so-called submaximal projective surfaces, Cayley’s cubic is the only non-degenerate surface. It is fair
to say that the properties of Cayley’s cubic makes it the second most desirable projective surface
after the quadric, which has motivated attempts towards finding their higher dimensional analogues
[EE06, DV98]. Although most results on Cayley’s cubic are stated in the context of affine geometry
[NS94], they are equally valid in the projective setting [Sas99, Sas06] which is more pertinent to this
article.
Despite all the body of work on projective surfaces, when it comes to geometries arising from a field
of projective surfaces on four dimensional manifolds, almost all studies have been focused on fields
of quadrics, which constitute the broad subject of conformal pseudo-Riemannian geometry. Recall
that a field of quadratic cones uniquely identifies the conformal class of a pseudo-Riemannian metric
for which those cones are the null cones (or the light cones). The subject has a long history, going
back to Cartan [Car23, Car37] and Eisenhart [Eis97]. It is not our intention to get any further into
this subject. However, for the purposes of this paper we highlight the important role that conformal
pseudo-Riemannian structures plays in the theory of integrable systems [FK14, DFK15, MW96],
equivalence of distributions [Nur05, Bry05], and twistor theory [Pen76, Fur95].
An attempt to consider a field of null cones that are not necessarily quadrics can be found in [Seg76],
as a Finslerian generalization of conformal geometry which was referred to as a causal structure
(see Definition 2.1). In holomorphic category, causal structures on uniruled complex manifolds were
studies in [Hwa13] with some additional properties (see Remark 2.4). In [Mak18], the local equivalence
problem for causal structures was solved using Cartan’s method of equivalence. Moreover, in [Mak16],
it was shown that, among four dimensional causal structures whose null cones are not the quadric,
the unique causal geometry with submaximal symmetry algebra is the flat Cayley structure (see
Definition 2.3). This suggests that geometries arising from a field of Cayley cubics, which we will
refer to as Cayley structures, might have many desirable properties observed in indefinite conformal
structures.
We point out that, unlike causal structures, there have been substantial number of works on
geometries arising from a field of rational normal curves [Bry91, DT06, GN10, Kry16, FK16, KM],
referred to as paraconformal structures or GL2(R)-structures, and Segre´ varieties [AG96, Bas91,
BE91, CS07, Met13], referred to by many names, including Segre´ structures of Grassmann structures.
Moreover, in [Hwa10] Hwang studied the local equivalence of geometries arising from a field of certain
projective varieties on a uniruled complex manifold where those varieties coincide with the variety of
minimal rational tangents (VMRT for short) of the underlying manifold (see [Hwa12] for a survey).
The aim of this article is to demonstrate some of the interesting features of Cayley structures and
their connection to differential equations. Our main guiding example is indefinite conformal geometry
in dimension four and its interactions with differential equations through twistorial constructions and
dispersionless Lax pair formulation. The content and main results are as follows.
In Section 2, we define Cayley structures, write the first order structure equations as a G-structure
and discuss the important notions that will be needed later, such as the ruling planes, the null cones
bundle C, and the characteristic curves foliating C. More importantly, the notion of half-flatness is
defined in Definition 2.7 which will be the main theme of this article. This definition relies on Penrose’s
observation that self-duality for indefinite conformal structures can be viewed as the existence of a
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3-parameter family of null surfaces in the manifold. After deriving the structure equations for half-flat
Cayley structures, we obtain the following.
Theorem 2.9. Given a half-flat Cayley structure, there exists a principal Gρ-bundle µ ∶ P → M,
and an R4 ⋊ gρ-valued 1-form ϕ which satisfies the structure equations (2.12) for some functions
aµ,1 ≤ µ ≤,6 and bijk defined on P and satisfying (A.1). The fundamental invariants of a half-flat
Cayley structure are the scalars a1 and b123 the vanishing of which implies that the Cayley structure is
flat. Moreover, (P,M,ϕ) is a Cartan geometry of type (R4⋊Gρ,Gρ) if and only if the Cayley structure
is torsion-free i.e., a1 = 0. Torsion-free half-flat Cayley structures locally depend on 6 functions of 2
variables.
In Section 3 we will review some well-known facts about path geometries. We will make use of
Definition 3.1 to define path geometries in subsequent sections. The Cartan connection and funda-
mental invariants for path geometries in dimension three and two, as expressed in (3.2) and (3.6), we
be used later as well.
In Section 4 we study path geometries induced on the 3-dimensional twistor space of half-flat Cayley
structures and characterize them invariantly. We use the 1-form ϕ in Theorem 2.9 to define an sl4(R)-
valued Cartan connection for such path geometries and express their fundamental invariants. We shall
prove the following
Theorem 4.5. There is a one to one correspondence between half-flat Cayley structures and point
equivalence classes of pairs of second order ODEs for which the torsion is of rank one and constant
up to Mo¨bius transformations.
The Mo¨bius transformations appearing above will be explained in Remark 4.6. We shall restate
the above theorem in terms of explicit differential equations on the the jet space J1(R,R2) in some
local coordinate system. To our knowledge Theorem 4.5 is the first instance of characterizing systems
of ODEs for which the torsion is non-trivial. From this point of view, conditions (4.6) in Theorem 4.5
shows that half-flat Cayley structures can be thought of, again, as the second-simplest class of causal
structures, after conformal geometry, arising form a pair of second order ODEs. This gives another
incentive to study Cayley structures.
Section 5 involves three different ways through which path geometry on surfaces appears in half-flat
Cayley structures. In this section we will make use of Definition 3.1 to introduce a 2-dimensional
path geometry in terms of a triple (S, ℓ1, ℓ2). First, the natural path geometry induced by the
characteristic curves on each leaf of the 3-parameter family of null surfaces in a half-flat Cayley
structure is considered. Proposition 5.2 shows that such path geometries are flat, generalizing what
is known for indefinite half-flat conformal structures [LM07, Bel04]. The second appearance is in
half-flat Cayley structure equipped with an additional foliation by null surfaces. After giving an
invariant condition for the existence of an additional null foliation in a half-flat Cayley structure,
we show that the path geometry induced by the characteristic curves on each leaf of this foliation,(Snull, ℓ1, ℓ2), defines a projective structure which depends on 1 function of 2 variables. Finally, we find
an invariant condition that implies the existence of a path geometry on the 2-dimensional quotient
space of the aforementioned null foliation, denoted by (Suhf , ℓ1, ℓ2). We call such class of half-flat
Cayley structures ultra-half-flat (see Remark 5.8) which are the analogue of a class of indefinite
half-flat conformal structures studied in [Cal14, DW07, DW08]. The section ends with the following
theorem.
Theorem 5.9. A half-flat Cayley structure satisfying a6 = a5 =
∂
∂ω3
a3 + b203 = 0 in (2.12) is ultra-
half-flat. Locally, such Cayley structures depend on 3 functions of 3 variables. Moreover, such
ultra-half-flat Cayley structures for which the path geometries (Snull, ℓ1, ℓ2) and (Suhf , ℓ1, ℓ2) are both
projectively flat depend on 8 functions of 2 variables.
In Section 6 we prove that there is a one to one correspondence between half-flat Cayley structures
and the solutions to an integrable system that possesses a dispersionless Lax pair. The pair depends
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on a spectral parameter. Our approach in this section is motivated by the one used in [DFK15] for
conformal structures and in [KM] for GL2(R)-structures. We will use this Lax pair in order to give
an alternative way of viewing the 2D path geometries discussed in Section 5.
The EDS calculations mentioned in the text are carried out using the Cartan package in Maple.
Conventions. In this article we will be working in the real smooth category. However, the results are
valid in the complex setting with minor changes. Since our results are of local nature, the manifolds
can be taken to be the maximal open sets over which the assumptions made in each statement is
valid.
Throughout this article, given a manifold N , its projectivized tangent bundle will be denoted by
PTN whose fibers are the projectivized tangent spaces, denoted by PTxN where x ∈ N. AlsoM stands
for a four dimensional manifold equipped with a Cayley structure with local coordinate (x0, x1, x2, x3).
We use the coordinates (y0, y1, y2, y3) as the fiber coordinates for TM . The 3-dimensional manifoldT is referred to as the twistor space of the Cayley structure defined in Section 2.3 with coordinates(t, z1, z2). The manifold J is five dimensional defined as the space of the ruling lines of the Cayley
structure (see Section 2.3). In Section 4.1 it is shown that J is locally equivalent to PTT which can,
therefore, be identified with J1(R,R2), with coordinates (t, z1, z2, p1, p2).
We will sometimes work with the cone over a projective hypersurface V ⊂ Pn, which will be denoted
by V̂ ⊂ Rn+1.
Throughout the article we will make use of the summation convention over repeated indices.
When dealing with symmetric products of 1-forms, such as the bilinear form g in (2.9) defined in
terms of ω0, ω1, ω2, ω3, by abuse of notation, we will write g = ω0ω3−ω1ω2 where it is understood that
the tensor product is symmetric. Pfaffian systems are introduced using brackets, e.g., Icong = {ω2, ω3}.
Given the coframe (ω0, . . . , ω3, θ1, θ2) over C introduced in 2.2, the differential of a function F is
expressed as
dF = F;iω
i +F;4θ
1 + F;5θ
2,
where 0 ≤ i ≤ 3 and the quantities F;µ,0 ≤ µ ≤ 5 are called the coframe derivatives of F with respect
to the aforementioned coframe.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank M. Dunajski and A. Sergyeyev for helpful conversations.
O.M. would like to thank P. Nurowski for help and support. The starting point of our collaboration
occurred during the Simons semester at IMPAN on symmetry and geometric structures in 2018.
This work was partially supported by the grant 346300 for IMPAN from the Simons Foundation
and the matching 2015-2019 Polish MNiSW fund.
2. Half-flat Cayley structures
In this section, we recall the definition of a causal structure, some of its important features and
define the notions of half-flatness and isotriviality, initially introduced in [Mak16]. The section ends
with the full structure equations for a half-flat Cayley structure which will be crucial for subsequent
sections. In this section we assume 0 ≤ i, j, k ≤ 3.
2.1. Cayley-isotriviality. Following [Mak18], a causal structure on an (n+1)-dimensional manifold
M is defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. A causal structure of signature (p + 1, q + 1), p + q = n − 1 on Mn+1 is given by an
immersion ι ∶ C → PTM where C is a connected, smooth manifold of dimension 2n with the property
that the fibration µ = π ○ ι ∶ C → M is a submersion whose fibers Cx ∶= µ−1(x) are mapped, via the
immersion ιx ∶ Cx → PTxM, to connected projective hypersurfaces PTxM, whose projective second
fundamental form has signature (p, q).
Two causal structures ι ∶ C → PTM and ι′ ∶ C′ → PTM ′ are locally equivalent at x ∈M,x′ ∈M ′, if
there exists a diffeomorphism φ ∶ U → U ′ where x ∈ U ⊂M and x′ ∈ U ′ ⊂M ′, such that x′ = φ(x) and
φ∗ (ι(C)) = ι′(C′φ(y)) for all y ∈ U.
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A causal structure (C2n,Mn+1) is V -isotrivial, where V ⊂ Pn, if Cx is projectively equivalent to V,
as a projective hypersurface in Pn, for all x ∈ M. A causal structure (C,M) is called V -isotrivially
flat if it is locally equivalent to (V ×U,U) for some open set U ⊂ Rn+1.
Remark 2.2. Since our consideration in this article is local, we can restrict ourselves to an open set
U ⊂ C which can be embedded in PTM with the fibers U ∩Cx being projective hypersurfaces in PTxM.
We mention that the term isotrivial is borrowed from Hwang-Mok program on cone structures. See
[Hwa12] survey.
Using the above definition, we define Cayley structures as follows.
Definition 2.3. A Cayley structure is a V -isotrivial causal structure where V is projectively equivalent
to the Cayley cubic surface given by (1.1). For such V, a V -isotrivially flat causal structure is referred
to as a flat Cayley structure.
Recall that the Cayley cubic in P3 can be expressed as
1
3
(y2)3 + y0y3y3 − y1y2y3 = 0,
where [y0 ∶ y1 ∶ y2 ∶ y3] are homogeneous coordinates for P3. As a result, a field of Cayley cubics over
a four dimensional manifold M can be described as the vanishing set of the symmetric cubic form
(2.1) ρ = 1
3
(ω2)3 + ω0ω3ω3 − ω1ω2ω3
where the 1-forms (ω0, . . . , ω3) introduce a coframe on M.
Let Gρ ⊂ GL4(R) be the group of transformations that preserves the conformal class of ρ. It follows
that Gρ can be expressed as the set of matrices
(2.2)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
f0 u v
1
f0
uv − 1
3f0
2u
3
0 f0 f1 uf1 v f1
0 0 f0 f1
2 uf1
2
0 0 0 f0 f1
3
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
Therefore, as a G-structure, the structure group of a Cayley structure is given by Gρ whose Lie algebra
will be denoted by gρ. Following Cartan’s method of equivalence, we will construct a gρ-valued 1-form
expressed as
(2.3) Ω =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
φ0 θ
2 θ1 0
0 φ0 + φ1 θ
2 θ1
0 0 φ0 + 2φ1 θ
2
0 0 0 φ0 + 3φ1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
In order to do so, recall that the set of adapted coframes (ω0, . . . , ω3)T with respect to which [ρ] is
represented as a nonzero multiple of (2.1) is ambiguous up to an action of Gρ. As a result, the set of
adapted coframes gives rise to a principal Gρ-bundle, which will be denoted by ς ∶ P →M with the
right action defined by
Rg(ϑp) = g−1 ⋅ ϑp,
where ϑp ∈ ς
−1(p) is a coframe at p ∈M, g ∈ Gρ, and the action on the right hand side is the ordinary
matrix multiplication on (ω0, . . . , ω3)T .
Restricting to an open set U ⊂ M , on P∣U ≅ U ×Gρ one can define a canonical set of 1-forms by
setting
ϑ(p, g) = (ω0, . . . , ω3)T ∶= g−1 ⋅ ϑp,
where ϑp is a choice of adapted coframe (ω0, . . . , ω3)T at p ∈M.
The exterior derivatives of the 1-forms in ϑ are given by
(2.4) dϑ = dg−1 ∧ ϑ + g−1 ⋅ dϑ = −g−1 ⋅ dg ⋅ ∧ g−1ϑ + g−1 ⋅ dϑ = −Ω∧ ϑ + T,
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where Ω(p, g) = g−1 ⋅ dg is the gρ-valued 1-form (2.3). The 2-forms T (p, g) can be expressed as
(2.5) T (p, g) = 1
2
T ijkω
j
∧ ωk.
The 1-form Ω is ambiguous up to a linear combination of (ω0, . . . , ω3). This ambiguity can be
resolved by demanding the first order structure equation to have the following form
dω0 = − φ0 ∧ ω
0
− θ2 ∧ ω1 − θ1 ∧ ω2,(2.6a)
dω1 = − (φ0 + φ1)∧ ω1 − θ2 ∧ ω2 − θ1 ∧ ω3,(2.6b)
dω2 = − (φ0 + 2φ1)∧ ω2 − θ2 ∧ ω3 + a7ω0 ∧ ω1 + a2ω0 ∧ ω3,(2.6c)
dω3 = − (φ0 + 3φ1)∧ ω3 + a8ω0 ∧ ω1 + a6ω0 ∧ ω2 + a4ω0 ∧ ω3(2.6d)
+ a5ω
1
∧ ω2 + a3ω
1
∧ ω3 + a1ω
2
∧ ω3
In the language of Cartan’s method of equivalence, the quantities a1, . . . , a8 are called the essential
torsion1.
Since the structure equations are always written for the lifted coframe ϑ, the underline in ωi’s will
be dropped from now on.
It is well-known that the Cayley cubic is a ruled projective surface. As a result, in each projectivized
tangent space PTxM , the Cayley cubic Cx can be parametrized as vγ1(u)+γ2(u) for parameters (u, v),
where
(2.7) γ1(u) = ∂∂ω1 − u ∂∂ω0 , γ2(u) = ∂∂ω3 − u ∂∂ω2 + 13u3 ∂∂ω0 .
In other words, in each tangent space TxM, the 1-parameter family of 2-planes given by
(2.8) Ker{ω0 + uω1 − 1
3
u3ω3, ω2 + uω3}
are the ruling planes of the cone Ĉx. The parameter u coincides with the group parameter u appearing
in (2.2), and parametrizes the ruling planes of the Cayley cubic. It is easy to see that u corresponds to
the connection form θ2 in (2.3) and as a result, the vector fields ∂
∂θ1
and ∂
∂θ2
are tangent, respectively,
to the ruling lines and the generating curves of the Cayley cubic as a ruled projective surface in each
projectivized tangent space.
Remark 2.4. In holomorphic category, causal structures on uniruled complex manifolds were studies
in [Hwa13] assuming that the null cones are smooth at a general point, whose degree is at least 3,
and arise as the VMRT for the set of rational curves of minimal degree equal to n. Moreover, given
a hypersurface V ⊂ CPn, Hwang constructed a V -isotrivially flat causal structure.
2.2. The projectivized null cone bundle. In this section we recall some of the important features
of causal structures that will be used in next sections. The details are provided in [Mak18] where the
equivalence problem of causal structures in any dimension is solved by writing the structure equations
on the bundle of projectivized null cones C. It is found that the essential invariants at each point
p = (x, [y]) ∈ C can be interpreted as the Fubini cubic form for the fibers Cx at the point [y] and
the so-called Weyl shadow flag curvature (Wsf curvature for short) which is a generalization of the
sectional Weyl curvature in conformal geometry.
If the Fubini form is zero, then the null cones are quadratic and the causal structure descends to a
conformal pseudo-Riemannian structure on M . In that case, the Wsf curvature, coincides with the
sectional Weyl curvature restricted to certain rank n − 1 vector sub-bundle of TC.
If the Fubini form is nonzero in an open set, i.e., the null cones are not the quadric in an open set
U ⊂ C, then one can carry out Cartan’s reduction by normalizing the non-vanishing components of
the Fubini cubic form to one. This will subsequently enable one to impose a V -isotriviality condition.
For the sake of brevity, we do not discuss this viewpoint in this article.
1This procedure is known as the absorption of torsion. Since in our case, absorbing the torsion is straightforward and
and writing the details is not illuminating, we refer the reader to [IL03, Gar89, Olv95] for the background on Cartan’s
method of equivalence.
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According to [Mak18], the 6-dimensional bundle of projectivized null cones π ∶ C →M, is obtained
from P as the leaf space of the integrable Pfaffian system Itot = {ω0, . . . , ω3, θ1, θ2}. In other words,
the 1-forms (ω0, . . . , ω3, θ1, θ2) descend to C and introduce a coframe which is ambiguous up to a
multiplication by f0, f1 in (2.2). Moreover, restricting to a section s∶C → P, the 1-forms {ω0, . . . , ω3}
are semi-basic and the 1-forms {θ1, θ2} are vertical with respect to the fibration π ∶ C → M, . Note
that the the Cayley cubics Cx ∶= π−1(x), x ∈M, are the 2-dimensional integral manifolds of the Pfaffian
system {ω0, ω1, ω2, ω3}.
Remark 2.5. From now on we may switch viewing ω1, . . . , ω3 and θ1, θ2 as 1-forms on C after restricting
to a section s∶C → P, or as 1-forms on the principal Gρ-bundle P. The distinction should be clear
from the context.
Moreover, as for any causal structure, the conformal class, [g] ⊂ Sym2(T ∗C), of the bilinear form
(2.9) g = ω0ω3 − ω1ω2
is preserved by the action of the structure group. In fact, g can be viewed as the osculating quadric
at each point of the Cayley cubics.
The bundle C is endowed with a quasi-contact structure (a.k.a an even-contact structure) introduce
by ω0, i.e., a corank one distribution whose annihilator has Darboux rank five. As a result, C is foliated
by the characteristic curves of this quasi-contact structure which are the integral curves tangent to
the degenerate direction of ω0, i.e., the line bundle generated by v ∈ Γ(TC) satisfying
(2.10) ω0(v) = 0, v ⌟ dω0 = 0.
Note that if the Fubini cubic form vanishes, the characteristic curves project to the null geodesics of
the corresponding conformal structure on M.
Finally, it is shown in [Mak16] that the submaximal model for four dimensional causal structures
of signature (2,2), which does not descend to a conformal structure, is unique and locally equivalent
to the flat Cayley structure with 8-dimensional algebra of infinitesimal symmetries. This symmetry
algebra is R4 ⋊ gρ, which is solvable, as will be evident in Section 2.3.
Remark 2.6. Equivalently, four dimensional causal structures can be expressed as a certain rank 3
distribution Σ1 = {ω0, ω1, ω2}⊥ with growth vector (3,5,6) which contains a Frobenius distribution
Σ2 ⊂ Σ1 of corank 1. More explicitly, Σ2 is the vertical tangent bundle to the fibers of Cx, i.e.,
Σ2 = {ω0, ω1, ω2, ω3}⊥. From this point of view, causal structures can be viewed as a special class of
parabolic Monge geometries of type (D3, P123) [ANN15].
2.3. Half-flatness and the structure equations. In this section we will define the notion of half-
flatness, express the structure equation for a half-flat Cayley structure and state our first theorem.
Definition 2.7. A Cayley structure is called half-flat if there exists a three-parameter family of surfaces
in M with the property that through each point x ∈M and along each ruling plane of Ĉx, there passes
a unique member of that family that is tangent to that ruling plane.
The term half-flat is used by analogy with half-flat indefinite conformal structures in dimension
four which are characterized by the existence of a three-parameter family of null surfaces that are
tangent to the α-planes at each point [Pen76]. Recall that the indefinite quadric, Q2 ⊂ P3, is doubly
ruled, i.e., Q ≅ P1 × P1. The ruling planes are referred to as α-planes and β-planes at each point. In
the case of the Cayley cubic, there is only a single ruling.
Define J to be the space of ruling planes of the Cayley cubic. It follows that
J ≅ P1 ×M ⊂ Gr2(TM),
where Gr2(TM) is the Grassmannian bundle of 2-planes in TM . By our discussion in Section
2.1, (x0, x1, x2, x3, u) serve as local coordinates for an open subset of J. As a result, the lift of the
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three-parameter family of surfaces in a half-flat Cayley structure foliate J by 2-dimensional leaves.
According to Section 2.1, these leaves are the integral surfaces of the Pfaffian system
(2.11) Ihf = {ω0, ω2, θ2}.
In Section 4 we shall study the leaf space of Ihf and prove that it is equipped with a path geometry.
Assuming that the Pfaffian system Ihf is Frobenius, the complete structure equations can be written
as
dω0 = − φ0 ∧ ω
0
− θ2 ∧ ω1 − θ1 ∧ ω2,(2.12a)
dω1 = − (φ0 + φ1)∧ ω1 − θ2 ∧ ω2 − θ1 ∧ ω3,(2.12b)
dω2 = − (φ0 + 2φ1)∧ ω2 − θ2 ∧ ω3 + ca6ω0 ∧ ω1 + a2ω0 ∧ ω3,(2.12c)
dω3 = − (φ0 + 3φ1)∧ ω3 + a6ω0 ∧ ω2 + a4ω0 ∧ ω3(2.12d)
+ a5ω
1
∧ ω2 + a3ω
1
∧ ω3 + a1ω
2
∧ ω3
dθ1 = 2φ1 ∧ θ
1
+
1
2
b1ijω
i
∧ ωj + b1i4ω
i
∧ θ1 + b1i5ω
i
∧ θ2 + b145θ
1
∧ θ2(2.12e)
dθ2 = φ1 ∧ θ
2
+
1
2
b2ijω
i
∧ ωj + b2i4ω
i
∧ θ1 + b2i5ω
i
∧ θ2 + b245θ
1
∧ θ2(2.12f)
dφ0 =
1
2
b3ijω
i
∧ ωj + b3i4ω
i
∧ θ1 + b3i5ω
i
∧ θ2 + b345θ
1
∧ θ2(2.12g)
dφ1 =
1
2
b4ijω
i
∧ ωj + b4i4ω
i
∧ θ1 + b4i5ω
i
∧ θ2 + b445θ
1
∧ θ2(2.12h)
where 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 3 and c = 2 or 3
2
.
At the level of the first order structure equations (2.6), the half-flatness condition yields
a8 = 0, a7 = ca6
where c = 2 or 3
2
.
In order to state our first theorem we recall the definition of a Cartan geometry.
Definition 2.8. A Cartan geometry (G, S,ψ), of type (G,H) is a principal H-bundle G → S, equipped
with a g-valued 1-form ψ, which is a Cartan connection, i.e.,
(1) ψu ∶ TuG → g is linear isomorphism for all u ∈ G.
(2) ψ is H-equivariant, i.e., R∗hψ = Ad(h−1) ○ ψ, where Rh denotes the right action by h ∈H.
(3) ψ(Xv) = v, for every fundamental vector field Xv of τ ∶ G → S, v ∈ h.
The curvature of ψ is given by Ψ = dψ+ψ ∧ ψ ∈ Ω2(G,g) which is horizontal and defines the curvature
function κ ∶ G → ⋀2(g/h)∗ ⊗ g.
Now we state the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 2.9. Given a half-flat Cayley structure, there exists a principal Gρ-bundle µ ∶ P →M, and
an R4 ⋊ gρ-valued 1-form
ϕ ∶= (0 0
ω Ω
)
where ω = (ω0, . . . , ω3)T , and Ω is given in (2.3), such that ϕ satisfies the structure equations (2.12) for
some functions aµ,1 ≤ µ ≤ 6 and bijk defined on P and satisfying (A.1). The fundamental invariants
of a half-flat Cayley structure are the scalars a1 and b123 the vanishing of which implies that the Cayley
structure is flat, or equivalently, there is a local coordinate system in which ωi = dxi for 0 ≤ i ≤ 3.
Moreover, (P,M,ϕ) is a Cartan geometry of type (R4 ⋊Gρ,Gρ) if and only if the Cayley structure
is torsion-free i.e., a1 = 0. Torsion-free half-flat Cayley structures locally depend on 6 functions of 2
variables.
Proof. Showing that the fundamental invariants are a1 and b123 is a matter of computation which we
will not illustrate since writing down the differential relations among the quantities in (2.12) takes a
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lot of space and is not illuminating. The invariants a1 and b123 are defined up to a scale, and their
vanishing implies
Φ = dϕ + ϕ∧ ϕ = 0.
Hence, the structure equations (2.12) become the the Maurer-Cartan equations for the Lie algebra
R
4
⋊gρ. One can integrate these equations and express a normal form for ω
i’s. This has been carried
out in [Sas90], from which one obtains that there is a coordinate system in which ωi = dxi for 0 ≤ i ≤ 3.
Using the definition of a Cartan geometry in 2.8, it follows that the structure equations (2.12) does
not define a Cartan geometry (P,M,ϕ), since the curvature Φ is not horizontal, as can be seen, for
instance, using (2.12h) and (A.1), that dφ1 involves the 2-form a1ω
3
∧ θ2.
In order to define a Cartan connection from ϕ on the principal bundle P →M one seeks replace-
ments
θ1 z→ θ1 + q1jω
j, θ2 z→ θ2 + q2jω
j, φ0 z→ φ0 + p0iω
j , φ1 z→ φ1 + p1iω
i,
for some functions q1i , q
2
i , p0i, p1i on P, so that Φ becomes horizontal. Using the infinitesimal group
action of Gρ on ai’s and the non-horizontal terms in Φ, it follows that the functions q
1
i , q
2
i , p0i, p1i
have to be a linear combination of ai’s with constant coefficients. However, it can be shown that no
linear combination can make Φ horizontal, unless all ai’s vanish, or equivalently, a1 = 0. Such half-flat
Cayley structure are referred to as torsion-free since the the first order structure equations for dωi’s
involve no non-constant coefficient. For torsion-free half-flat Cayley structures one can directly check
from the structure equations (2.12) that ϕ defines a Cartan connection on P → M. Cartan-Ka¨hler
analysis shows that half-flat Cayley structures with a1 = 0 generically depend on 6 functions of 2
variables. 
Remark 2.10. In Section 4.1, we will show that ϕ always results in an sl4(R)-valued Cartan connection
which corresponds to a 3-dimensional path geometry on the twistor space, i.e., the leaf space of Ihf .
Also, it follows from the structure equations (2.12) that ϕ defines a Cartan connection on the principal
R
2-bundle P → C, where C is the projectivized null cone bundle.
Remark 2.11. The notion of half-flatness, as defined in Definition 2.7, can be extended to any four
dimensional causal structure of indefinite signature [Mak16]. It necessarily implies that the null cones
are ruled projective surfaces and that only one of the two scalars in Wsf curvature can be nonzero.
3. A review of path geometries
In this section we recall some of the well-known facts about path geometries that will be needed
in Sections 4 and 5.
3.1. Definitions. Intuitively, a path geometry on an (n+1)-dimensional manifoldQ is a 2n-parameter
family of paths on Q with the property that along each direction at every point of Q there passes a
unique path of that family. Using the natural lift of a path to the projectivized tangent bundle PTQ,
a path geometry on Q can be expressed as a foliation of the PTQ by curves that are transversal to
the fibers PTxQ. It follows that a path geometry in dimension n + 1 can be understood, locally, as a
system of n ODEs of second order
(3.1) z′′ = F (t, z, z′), t ∈ R, z ∈ Rn,
given up to point transformations of variables (t, z), i.e.,
t↦ t˜ = t˜(t, z1, . . . , zn), zi ↦ z˜i = z˜i(t, z1, . . . , zn), 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Indeed, assume that on Q a local coordinate system z = (z0, . . . , zn) is given with a choice of
parametrization t ↦ γ(t) = (z0(t), . . . , zn(t)) for the paths. Consider an open set U ⊂ PTQ in-
side which the condition dz
0
dt
≠ 0 is satisfied. Since the paths are given up to a reparametrization,
one can assume z0 = t in U, possibly after a change of coordinates. This implies that we have a
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2n-parameter family of graphs t ↦ z˜(t) = (z1(t), . . . , zn(t)) with a property that the values of z˜ and
dz˜
dt
at t = t0 determine the graphs uniquely.
In [Car24], Cartan solved the equivalence problem of path geometries in dimension two. The
equivalence problem of systems of second order ODEs under point transformations was solved in
[Che43], and later in [Fel95, Gro00b]. To state the obtained results and for the purposes of this
article, we will follow [Bry97, Gro00b, BGG03] to give a more abstract definition of path geometries.
Definition 3.1. A path geometry is a triple (S, ℓ1, ℓ2) where S is a (2n + 1)-dimensional manifold
equipped with a pair of transverse foliations (ℓ1, ℓ2) whose leaves have dimension 1 and n, respectively,
such that the unique rank (n + 1) distribution K tangent to both ℓ1 and ℓ2 defines a multi-contact
structure on S, i.e., one can write K = {η1, . . . , ηn}⊥ such that ℓ1 = {η1, . . . , ηn, ζ1, . . . , ζn}⊥, ℓ2 ={η0, . . . , ηn}⊥ and
dηi ≡ −η0 ∧ ζ i mod {η1, . . . , ηn},
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
When n = 1, S becomes a contact manifold of dimension three with a pair of transverse line bundles(ℓ1, ℓ2).
It is easy to check that Definition 3.1 is satisfied when a path geometry on a manifoldQ is introduced
as a foliation of PTQ by curves that are transversal to the fibers PTxQ. This can be seen by setting
S = PTQ, with ℓ1 being the foliation of S by curves and ℓ2 being the fibers of the projection S → Q.
The converse is not necessarily true (see [Bry97]). This is why geometries defined by Definition 3.1
are sometimes referred to as generalized path geometries.
It can be shown that the local version of Definition 3.1 can be realized as a local path geometry,
i.e., a foliation of an open set U ⊂ PTQ, with curves that are transversal to the fibers PTxQ. In other
words, restricting to a sufficiently small neighborhood U ⊂ S in Definition 3.1, U can be realized as
an open set of PTQ for the (n + 1)-dimensional manifold Q locally defined as the leaf space of ℓ2.
Moreover, ℓ1 foliates U ⊂ PTQ by curves that are transversal to the fibers of PTQ→ Q.
Given a path geometry on S as in Definition 3.1, one obtains a Cartan geometry (G, S,ψ) of
type (SLn+1(R), P12), where P12 ⊂ SLn+1(R) is the parabolic subgroup preserving a point of the
projectivized tangent bundle of Pn (see 2.8 for the definition of a Cartan geometry). Recall that the
action of SLn+1(R) on Pn+1 naturally lifts to an action on PTPn+1.
A modern account of deriving the Cartan connection for path geometries on surfaces can be found
in [BGH95, IL03] and in higher dimensions in [Gro00a]. For the purposes of this article, from now
on we will only discuss path geometries in dimensions three and two.
3.2. 3D path geometries. To any generalized path geometry on S with n = 2 one can associate a
Cartan geometry (G, S,ψ) of type (SL4(R), P12). The Cartan connection is expressed as the following
sl4(R)-valued 1-form
(3.2) ψ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−
3
4
ψ0 +
1
4
ψ1 +
1
4
ψ2 −γ1 −µ1 −µ0
−π2 −3
4
ψ1 +
1
4
ψ2 +
1
4
ψ0 −µ3 −µ2
π1 π4 −3
4
ψ2 +
1
4
ψ1 +
1
4
ψ0 γ2
π0 π3 π5 1
4
ψ2 +
1
4
ψ1 +
1
4
ψ0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
Restricting to any section s∶S → G, the leaves of the foliations ℓ1 and ℓ2 defined in Definition 3.1
coincide with the integral manifolds of {π0, π1, π3, π4}⊥, and {π0, π1, π2}⊥, respectively, and {π0, π1}⊥
gives a multi-contact structure on S. The fundamental invariants of a path geometry in dimension
three, as well as higher dimensions, are given by the so-called Fels invariants: T = (T ij )1≤i,j≤2 and
S = (Sijkl)1≤i,j,k,l≤2, satisfying
(3.3) T ij = T
j
i , T
i
i = 0, S
i
jkl = S
i
(jkl), S
i
ijk = 0.
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In the language of parabolic geometry the Fels invariant T is torsion and S is curvature. The Fels
torsion is also referred to as the Wilczyn´ski invariants since it represents the projective invariants of
the projective variety that corresponds to the linearization of the system of ODEs at each solution,
as observed in [Dou08]. Finally, we mention that the Fels torsion can be viewed as a generalization
of the Wu¨nschmann invariant for scalar third order ODEs (c.f. [DT06]).
More explicitly, given a pair of ODEs in the form (3.1) with n = 2 its solution curves define a 3D
path geometry on the jet space J1(R,R2). If (t, z1, z2, p1, p2) denotes a set of local coordinates for
J1(R,R2) then
(3.4) T ij = F
i
j −
1
2
δijF
k
k , S
i
jkl = F
i
jkl −
3
4
F r
r(jkδ
i
l)
where 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ 2 and
(3.5) F ij = −∂zjF
i
+
1
2
XF (∂pjF i) − 14∂pkF i∂pjF k, F ijkl = ∂pj∂pk∂plF i, XF = ∂t + pi∂zi +F i∂pi .
If Sijkl = 0, then the path geometry defines a projective structure on the locally defined leaf space of
ℓ2 which is 3-dimensional. If T
i
j = 0, then the path geometry is said to be torsion-free and defines a half-
flat indefinite conformal structure on the leaf space of ℓ1, which is four dimensional [Gro00b, CDT13].
3.3. 2D path geometries. Similarly, a Cartan connection for a path geometry on a surface can be
expressed as an sl3(R)-valued 1-form expressed as
(3.6) ψ =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
−
2
3
ψ0 −
1
3
ψ1 −µ2 µ0
π1 1
3
ψ0 −
1
3
ψ1 µ1
π0 π2 1
3
ψ0 +
2
3
ψ1
⎞⎟⎟⎠ .
Restricting to any section s∶S → G, the leaves of the foliations ℓ1 and ℓ2 coincide with the integral
curves of {π0, π2}⊥, and {π0, π1}⊥, respectively, and π0 gives a contact form on S. Consequently, the
curvature 2-form Ψ = dψ + ψ ∧ ψ is expressed as
(3.7) Ψ =
⎛⎜⎝
0 K1π
0
∧ π1 K2π
0
∧ π1 +L2π
0
∧ π2
0 0 L1π
0
∧ π2
0 0 0
⎞⎟⎠
for some functions K1,K2,L1,L2 on G. The differential relations among K1,K2,L1,L2 can be written
as
(3.8)
dK1 ≡ (3ψ0 + ψ1)K1 −K2π2, mod π0, π1
dL1 ≡ (3ψ1 + ψ0)L1 −L2π1, mod π0, π2
dK2 ≡ (3ψ0 + 2ψ1)K2 −K1µ1 + Jπ2, mod π0, π1
dL2 ≡ (3ψ1 + 2ψ0)L2 −L1µ2 + Jπ1, mod π0, π2
for some function J on G. It follows from the relations above that K1,L1 are the fundamental invari-
ants of a 2D path geometry, i.e., their vanishing implies that Ψ = 0. Moreover, it can be shown that
L1 = 0 implies that the path geometry is locally equivalent to a projective structure on the surface
Q defined as the leaf space of the foliation ℓ2. Consequently, the integral curves of ℓ1 project to a
2-parameter family of curves that are the unparameterized geodesics of a linear connection on Q.
We finish this section by defining the notion of a Weyl connection for a path geometry (G,H,ψ)
on a surface. Let G0 ⊂ SL3(R) denote the set of diagonal matrices with g0 denoting its Lie algebra,
and consider the canonical projection p0∶G → G0 of the structure bundle G to the underlying principal
G0-bundle, G0.
Definition 3.2. AWeyl structure is a G0-equivariant section s∶G0 → G of p0 to which one can associate
the Weyl connection given as the g0-valued part of s
∗ψ, i.e., (s∗ψ0, s∗ψ1, s∗ψ2) in (3.6).
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4. Path geometry on the twistor space
In this section we will consider a twistorial construction for half-flat Cayley structures which is
an extension of the standard twistor correspondence of Penrose for indefinite half-flat conformal
structures. First we describe the 3-dimensional path geometry induced on the twistor space. This
will be followed by an invariant characterization of 3-dimensional path geometries arising from half-
flat Cayley structures. Finally, we will used ϕ from 2.9 to give a Cartan connection for this path
geometry and find its fundamental invariants.
4.1. Induced 3D path geometry. In this section we show that the twistor space of a half-flat
Cayley structure, i.e., the locally defined 3-dimensional space of the integral manifolds of Ihf , denoted
by T , is endowed with a path geometry.
Recall from Section 3 that a local path geometry in 3-dimensions is expressed as the equivalence
class of a pair of second order ODEs
(4.1) (zi)′′ = F i(t, z1, z2, (z1)′, (z2)′), i = 1,2,
under point transformations. Given a half-flat Cayley structure, define J to be the locally defined
5-dimensional leaf space of the Pfaffian system {ω0, ω1, ω2, ω3, θ2}. By our discussion in Section 2.1, J
is the space of the ruling lines of the Cayley cubics. Restricting to an open set of J, a point q ∈ J can
be expressed in a local coordinate system (x0, . . . , x3;u) where u is the fiber coordinate for J →M,
and (x0, . . . , x3) are coordinates on M. Let (t, z1, z2) be some local coordinates for T . One can write
t = T (x0, x1, x2, x3;u),(4.2a)
z1 = Z1(x0, x1, x2, x3;u),(4.2b)
z2 = Z2(x0, x1, x2, x3;u).(4.2c)
Locally, it is possible to solve (4.2a) to get u = u(t;xi). Additionally, in a suitable choice of coordinates,
it can be assumed that du
dt
= 1. Replacing u = u(t;xi) in (4.2b) and (4.2c) and differentiating with
respect to t, one obtains
z1 = Z1, z2 = Z2, (z1)′ = ∂Z1
∂t
, (z2)′ = ∂Z2
∂t
.
By the Implicit Function Theorem, the system above can be solved to give
xi = xi(z1, z2, (z1)′, (z2)′), 0 ≤ i ≤ 3.
Using these expressions to replace xi’s in (zi)′′ = ∂2Zi
(∂t)2
,1 ≤ i ≤ 2 results in a pair of ODEs of the form
(4.1).
Alternatively, we employ structure equations (2.12) to show the existence of a path geometry
on T as a result of Definition 3.1. On the 5-dimensional manifold J define the line bundle ℓ1 ={ω0, ω1, ω2, ω3}⊥ and the rank 2 distribution ℓ2 = {ω0, ω2, θ2}⊥. Using the structure equations (ℓ1, ℓ2)
define foliations of dimension 1 and 2 on J and the rank 3 distribution K = {ω0, ω2}⊥ induces a
multi-contact structure on J since
ω0 ≡ ω1 ∧ θ2, ω2 ≡ ω3 ∧ θ2,
modulo {ω0, ω2}. Hence, (J, ℓ1, ℓ2) defines a 3-dimensional local path geometry. Note that the twistor
space T is locally defined as the leaf of ℓ2. As is mentioned in Section 3, J can be viewed as the
projectivized tangent bundle of the twistor space. More precisely, recall that a five manifold J is
locally equivalent to PTN for a 3-dimensional manifold N, if it is endowed with a rank 3 distribution
∆ with rank([∆,∆]) = 5 such that there exists a corank one distribution D ⊂ ∆ which is completely
integrable. In this case, N is given as the leaf space of D (see [PLR01]). In our case, D = I⊥hf and
∆ = {ω0, ω2}⊥.
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4.2. Invariant characterization. We have proved that any half-flat Cayley structure defines a
3-dimensional path geometry on its twistor space. Our goal now is to prove Theorem 4.5 which
characterizes point equivalence classes of pairs of second order ODEs that can be obtained from
half-flat Cayley structures.
Our approach to the problem will follow [Kry07, Kry10]. Note that we are considering the pair
of ODEs given by (4.1) in J = PTT , which is locally equivalent to J1(R,R2) - the space of 1-jets of
functions R→ R2. Consequently, (z1)′, (z2)′ are replaced by the jet coordinates p1, p2 and integrable
distribution D = I⊥hf is given by the following local formula
D = span{∂p1 , ∂p2}.
We encode the system (4.1) as the pair (X ,D) defined over J as
X = span{XF }, D = I⊥hf .
where
XF = ∂t + p
i∂zi + F
i∂pi
is the total derivative vector field appearing earlier in (3.5). It is a direct consequence of the Ba¨cklund
theorem that the pair (X ,D) contains all geometric information of the system up to point transfor-
mations, c.f. [DKM99].
As recalled in Section 3 one of the main invariants for the 3-dimensional path geometry, denoted
T, is called the Fels torsion. We shall refer to T as torsion, for short. Recall
(4.3) T = (T ij)i,j=1,2 = F − 12(trF) Id
where F = (F ij)i,j=1,2 is given by (3.5). When considered as a point invariant, the torsion T is invariant
up to a conjugation and a positive factor only. As mentioned in Section 3, if T vanishes then the
corresponding pair of ODEs defines a half-flat indefinite conformal structure on the 4-dimensional
solution space. We shall deal with non-vanishing torsion.
4.2.1. Projective vector fields and normal frames. Let V = (V1, V2)T be a frame for D and fix a section
X of X . Denote by adX the Lie bracket with respect to X. Writing adX V = (adX V1,adX V2)T , the
vector field X is called projective if
(4.4) ad2X V +T
X
V = 0 mod X
for some trace-free matrix TX ∈ Γ(D ⊗D∗), in which case V is called a normal frame corresponding
to X. The existence of a projective vector field and a corresponding normal frame is implied by the
existence of solutions to a system of ODEs. By direct inspection it can be checked that the matrix
TX coincides with the torsion T of the system up to a conjugation and a positive factor which depend
on the choice of the projective vector field X as explained below.
Proposition 4.1. If both X and fX are projective vector fields and V and GV are normal frames
corresponding to X and fX respectively, where f and G are scalar and GL2(R)-valued functions on
J1(R,R2), then
2fX2(f) −X(f)2 = 0,(4.5a)
2fX(G) +X(f)G = 0.(4.5b)
Moreover, one obtains TfX = f2GTXG−1.
Proof. The proof follows from direct computations. See [Kry07] for details. 
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4.2.2. Partial connections and Schwarzian derivative. Fix a projective vector fieldX. We shall denote
the second order operator acting on f on the left hand side of (4.5a) by SX , i.e. SX(f) = 2fX2(f) −
X(f)2. Moreover, we shall refer to it as the Schwarzian derivative. Our aim now is to extend its
definition to an operator acting on sections of D∗ ⊗D.
Note that in order to find all normal frames corresponding to X, one sets f = 1 in Proposition 4.1.
It follows from (4.5b) that the set of normal frames associated to X is given up to a multiplication
by G ∈ GL2(D) satisfying X(G) = 0. As a result, one can define a partial connection on the
distribution D, i.e., a notion of parallel transport of D along integral curves of X. Namely, define
∇
X
∶X ⊗ Γ(D)→ Γ(D) by
∇
X
Y V = 0,
where Y ∈ Γ(X) and V is a normal frame corresponding to X. It is straightforward to show that this
partial connection is independent of the choice of the normal frame V.
It follows from (4.5b) that
∇
fX = ∇X +
df
2f
Id .
Using the natural extension of ∇X to a connection on D∗ ⊗D, we have the following.
Proposition 4.2. Given projective vector fields X and fX, and A ∈ Γ(D∗ ⊗D) one obtains
∇
fXA = ∇XA.
Proof.
(∇fX
Y
A)(V ) = ∇fX
Y
(A(V )) −A(∇fX
Y
V )
= ∇XY (A(V )) +α(Y )A(V ) −A(∇XV + α(Y )V )
= (∇XY A)(V )
where α = df
2f
. 
The above proposition implies that D∗ ⊗D is equipped with a connection ∇ induced by ∇X and
independent of X. Now, using ∇, we are in a position to define a Schwarzian-like derivative
Ŝ
X
∶Γ(D∗ ⊗D)→ Γ(Sym2(D∗ ⊗D)).
acting as
Ŝ
X(A) = 1
2
(∇2XA⊗A +A⊗∇2XA) − 54∇XA⊗∇XA
where A ∈ Γ(D∗ ⊗D).
Remark 4.3. Note that the distinction between the Schwarzian derivatives SX and ŜX is that the
former acts on functions and the latter acts on Γ(D∗ ⊗ D). The following proposition justifies the
definition of Ŝ.
Proposition 4.4. If X and fX are projective vector fields for a pair of second order ODEs, for some
function f, then
Ŝ
fX(TfX) = f6(ŜX(TX)).
Hence, ŜX(TX) defines a point invariant of the system, given up to a positive factor.
Proof. Let X be a projective vector field. Direct computation shows that
Ŝ
fX(TfX) = f6ŜX(TX) + f4SX(f)TX ⊗TX .
It follows that, if fX is another projective vector field, then (4.5a) implies SX(f) = 0 and consequently
Ŝ
fX(TfX) = f6(ŜX(TX)). 
Now we can prove our main result in this section.
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Theorem 4.5. There is a one to one correspondence between 3-dimensional path geometries arising
from half-flat Cayley structures and point equivalence classes of pairs of second order ODEs (4.1)
satisfying
(4.6) rankTX = 1, ∇XT
X = φTX , Ŝ(TX) = 0,
for some function φ on J1(R,R2). More explicitly, given the pair of ODEs (4.1), the conditions (4.6)
can be expressed as
(4.7) rankT = 1, XF (T) + 1
2
[H,T] = φT, XF (φ) − 1
4
φ − 2 trF = 0,
where H = (−∂piF j)i,j=1,2 , and T and F are given in (4.3).
Proof. Assuming rankTX = 1, it follows that kerTX is 1-dimensional. Because TX is trace-free, we
can choose a frame U = (U1,U2)T for D with respect to which
(4.8) TX = ( 0 0
w 0
) .
for some function w. Using ∇XT
X = φTX , we will argue that TX takes the form (4.8) in some normal
frame. This is essentially due to the fact that ∇X preserves the kernel of TX . More precisely, define
the functions cij by the relation
∇XU
i = ci1U
1
+ ci2U
2.
It follows that
φwU2 = (∇XTX)(U2) = ∇X(TX(U2)) −TX(∇X(U2))
= wc21U
1
+ (X(w) +w(c22 − c11))U2.
As a result, one obtains c21 = 0. It follows that there is a normal frame V = (V 1, V 2) for D such that
V 2 is proportional to U2. With respect to this frame TX will be of the form (4.8), possibly for a
different function w.
In a normal frame ∇X(TX) is obtained by applying X to each entry of TX . Therefore, the
condition ŜX(TX) = 0 reduces to a scalar equation for w, expressed as
(4.9) wX2(w) − 5
4
X(w)2 = 0.
The equation above is equivalent to SX(f) = 0 where w = 1
f2
, for a positive function f . By assumption,
we know that (4.9) is satisfied and we can take fX with f = w−
1
2 as a new projective vector field.
Using Proposition 4.1, one can always find a normal frame corresponding to fX with respect to which
(4.10) TfX = ( 0 0
1 0
) .
Further, the integral curves of fX can be parametrized by a parameter λ satisfying adfX =
d
dλ
.
Consequently, the equation (4.4) can be expressed as a second order ODE for V in terms of λ with
TfX given by (4.10). Solving this pair of linear ODEs, it follows that there exists a normal frame forD corresponding to fX of the form
V1 = Y1 + λZ1, V2 = Y2 + λZ2 +
λ2
2
Y1 +
λ3
6
Z1 mod X ,
for some vector fields Y1, Y2,Z1,Z2 such that adfX Yi = adfX Zi = 0 mod X . It follows that
D = span{V1, V2} = span{Y1 + λZ1, Y2 + λZ2 + λ2
3
Y1} mod X .
Let µ∶J1(R,R2) → J1(R,R2)/X be the quotient map to the solution space. Then the collection of
the 2-planes µ∗D(λ), where λ parametrizes an integral curve of fX, is a Cayley cubic in the tangent
space of the solution space at the point that corresponds to the solution curve X . Indeed, this follows
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from the parametric form of the Cayley cubic given by (2.7) with γ1 = µ∗V1, γ2 = µ∗V2 −
1
2
µ∗V2 and
u = −λ.
The structure obtained in this way is clearly half-flat as D is an integrable distribution on J1(R,R2)
and the projection of its leaves results in a 3-parameter family of surfaces satisfying Definition 2.7.
Conversely, any half-flat Cayley structure gives rise to a path geometry as explained in Section 4.1
and using γ1 and γ2 in (2.7) one obtains a normal frame that puts the torsion into a form of (4.10).
Finally, the conditions (4.7) are obtained from (4.6) by direct computations in a standard coordinate
system on J1(R,R2);. 
Remark 4.6. The key point in the proof is the choice of f made for the vector field fX that puts
TfX in the form (4.10). A priori, one can always do so by a simple rescaling provided that TX is
in the form (4.8). However, in the proof we require that the new fX be a projective vector field,
which means that S(f) = 0. This is guaranteed be the third condition in (4.6) which implies that the
integral parameters of X and fX are related by a Mo¨bius transformation λ˜ = aλ+b
cλ+d for some constant
coefficients a, b, c, d.
We believe that the approach presented in here to characterize ODEs with non-vanishing torsion
arising from Cayley structures can be used to treat other classes of V -isotrivial causal structures.
4.3. Cartan connection. Using the structure equations (2.12), we introduce an sl4(R)-valued Car-
tan connection associated to the 3D path geometry on J, restricted to the 8-dimensional bundleP → J. To do so, define ψ as in (3.2) where
(4.11) π0 = ω0, π1 = ω2, π2 = θ2, π3 = ω1, π4 = ω3, π5 = θ1.
Due to their length, the expressions of the other entries of ψ is provided in (A.2).
Using the Cartan connection above, one can find the Fels invariants (3.3) for the path geometry
arising from a half-flat Cayley structure. It turns out that the Fels torsion is given by
T = (T ij)i,j=1,2 = (0 01 0) ,
which coincides with (4.10) as expected. Moreover, the Fels curvature S is comprised of five compo-
nents W0, . . . ,W4 given by W0 = b123 and
Wi =
∂i
(∂θ1)i
b123, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4.
Furthermore, one obtains
∂5
(∂θ1)5
b123 = 0.
It follows that, if b123 = 0, then S = 0, which implies that the 3-dimensional path geometry descends
to a projective structure on T . Using the structure equations, if b123 = 0, then the only non-zero
quantities in the structure equations (2.12) turn out to be a1 and a2. It follows that the structure
equations result in a closed Pfaffian system, which implies that half-flat Cayley structures satisfying
b123 = 0 depend on 2 constants. Moreover, if a1 = b123 = 0, then the resulting projective structure
can be shown [Mak] to be equivalent to the Egorov projective structure [Ego51] which is the unique
submaximal projective structure in dimension three. More precisely, the Egorov projective structure
is locally equivalent to the point equivalence class of pair of ODEs
z′′1 = z2, z
′′
2 = 0,
which is classically associated to the Cayley cubic surface [Sas06] with its algebra of point symmetries
being isomorphic to R4 ⋊ gρ.
5. Appearances of 2D path geometry
In this section we show how path geometry in two dimensions arises in three different ways from
half-flat Cayley structures. This will enable us to define the notion of ultra-half-flatness and find the
generality of some interesting classes of half-flat Cayley structures using the Cartan-Ka¨hler machinery.
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5.1. Three parameter family of projectively flat surfaces. In this section we show that the
integral manifolds of Ihf = {ω0, ω2, θ2} are equipped with a path geometry and that this path geometry
is projectively flat. Firstly, recall that the integrable Pfaffian system Ihf in (2.11) gives a foliation
of the projectivized null cone bundle C by 3-dimensional manifolds. Let Shf denote a 3-dimensional
integral manifold of Ihf . The tangent space of each integral manifold is spanned by
∂
∂ω1
, ∂
∂ω3
, ∂
∂θ1
.
Hence, each integral manifold projects to a surface in M. Note that these are the 3-parameter family
of surfaces coming from Definition 2.7.
As was mentioned in Section 2.2, C is foliated by characteristic curves generated by ∂
∂ω3
. As a
result, the integral manifolds of Ihf are foliated by such curves as well, resulting in a line bundle ℓ1
over each integral manifold. Additionally, any leaf of Ihf is equipped with a projection to M with 1-
dimensional fiber, generated by ∂
∂θ1
, which defines another line bundle ℓ2 over each integral manifold.
By Definition 3.1, (Shf , ℓ1, ℓ2) defines a 2D path geometry.
To write down the structure equations for the path geometry of a leaf Shf , we set {ω0 = 0, ω2 =
0, θ2 = 0}. The 1-forms (ω1, ω3, θ1) define a coframe on Shf . It follows that
(5.1)
dω1 = −(ψ0 +ψ1)∧ ω1 + ω3 ∧ θ1,
dω3 ≡ −ψ0 ∧ ω
3 mod ω1,
dθ1 ≡ −ψ1 ∧ θ
1 mod ω1,
where ψ0 ≡ φ0 + 3φ1, ψ1 ≡ −2φ1 modulo {ω1, ω3, θ1}.
Remark 5.1. As was explained in Section 2.2, one should pay attention to the spaces over which ω0, ω2
and θ2 are defined. In our description above, we treated (ω0, ω2, θ2) as 1-forms over C, although, to
be more precise, one first takes a section s ∶ C → P and then considers s∗Ihf . To avoid such technical
issues we take another point of view which will be helpful in the next two sections as well.
The 1-forms (ω0, ω2, θ2) are defined over P. Hence, the integral manifolds of Ihf are 5-dimensional
submanifolds of P endowed with a coframe (ω1, ω3, θ1, φ0, φ1). Restricting to one of such integral
manifolds, it follows that the Pfaffian system I1 ∶= {ω1, ω3, θ1} is integrable with 2-dimensional leaves.
Define Shf to be the locally defined leaf space of I1. The 1-forms (ω1, ω3, θ1) give a coframe on Shf .
Moreover, by equations (5.1) one defines ℓ1 and ℓ2 to be the foliations {ω1, θ1}⊥ and {ω1, ω3}⊥,
respectively. By Definition 3.1, (Shf , ℓ1, ℓ2) defines a path geometry. Finally, note that Shf can be
identified with an integral manifold of Ihf as a Pfaffian system on C.
Inspecting equations (5.1), it follows that (ω1, ω3, θ1, ψ0, ψ0) defines a Weyl connection, defined in
3.2, for a 2D path geometry after absorption of inessential torsion terms. More explicitly, one obtains
an sl3(R)-valued 1-form ψhf , as in (3.6), by setting
π0 = ω1, π1 = ω3, π2 = θ1
ψ0 = −a2ω
1
+ φ0 + 3φ1, ψ1 = −a3ω
1
− 2φ1, µ1 = 2a6ω
1
µ2 = −b212ω
1
+ b223ω
3
+ (−2a2 − a3)θ1,
µ0 = (a1a4 − 2a2a3 + a23 − b402 − b312;5)ω1 + (−2a21 − 3b313 − b423;5 − b435;2)ω3 − 2a6θ1.
It is a matter of computation to show
dψhf + ψhf ∧ ψhf = 0,
which implies that the induced path geometry on the leaves of Ihf is projectively flat. Hence, one
obtains the following.
Proposition 5.2. Given a half-flat Cayley structure, each member of the 3-parameter family of
surfaces in Definition 2.7 is equipped with a projectively flat connection.
Remark 5.3. More generally, it can be shown that the 3-parameter family of surfaces for any half-flat
causal structures are equipped with a flat projective structure [Mak]. The conformal version of this
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fact, i.e., the 3-parameter family of null surfaces for any half-flat conformal structure of split signature
are equipped with a flat projective structure, has been shown in [LM07, Bel04].
5.2. A null foliation and 2D projective structures. Inspecting the structure equations (2.12),
it follows that the condition
a6 = 0
implies the integrability of the Pfaffian system
Icong = {ω2, ω3}.
Using (2.1), it follows that the 2-distribution Dcong = I⊥cong is null with respect to the cubic form ρ.
By analogy with conformal structures, we say that Icong gives a foliation (or a congruence) of M by
null surfaces.
Remark 5.4. Here again one has to be careful with the spaces over which the 1-forms (ω2, ω3) are
defined. If they are considered as 1-forms over P then Icong foliates P by 6-dimensional leaves which
project to a foliation of M, by 2-dimensional null surfaces mentioned above. Alternatively, one can
take a section s ∶M → P and consider the foliation induced by s∗Icong. Note that because of the form
of the structure group given by (2.2), the integrability of Icong is independent of the section s.
Similar to the previous section, it can be shown that the integral manifolds of Icong are equipped
with a path geometry. Following Remark 5.1, setting ω2 = 0, ω3 = 0, one restricts to a 6-dimensional
submanifold of P over which the Pfaffian system
Inull = {ω0, ω1, θ2}
is integrable. Denoting the locally defined leaf space of Inull by Snull, it follows that Snull is 3-
dimensional and (ω0, ω1, θ2) gives a coframe on it satisfying
(5.2)
dω0 = −(ψ0 +ψ1)∧ ω0 + ω1 ∧ θ2,
dω1 ≡ −ψ0 ∧ ω
1 mod ω0,
dθ2 ≡ −ψ1 ∧ θ
2 mod ω0,
where ψ0 ≡ φ0 + φ1, ψ1 ≡ −φ1 modulo {ω0, ω1, θ2}.
Defining ℓ1 and ℓ2 to be {ω0, ω1}⊥ and {ω0, θ2}⊥, respectively, Definition 3.1 implies that (Snull, ℓ1, ℓ2)
is a path geometry.
Proposition 5.5. The path geometry induced on 3-folds Snull locally arises from a projective structure
on the integral surfaces of Icong.
Proof. Firstly, we find the curvature of the path geometry (Snull, ℓ1, ℓ2). In order to do so, after
absorption of inessential torsion terms, one obtains an sl3(R)-valued 1-form ψnull defined as in (3.6),
where
π0 = ω0, π1 = ω1, π2 = θ2,
ψ0 = −(a4 + a5)ω0 + (a3 − a2)ω1 + φ0 + φ1, ψ1 = (a2 − a3)ω1 − φ1, µ1 = −(a4 + a5)ω1
µ2 = (−2a4a3 − 3a3a5 − 43a5a2 + 23b401 − 13a5;1 + 23b412;4)ω0 + (b302 + b402)ω1,
µ0 = (−2a24 − 4a4a5 − 2a25)ω0 + (a4a2 + 32a3a5 − a2a4 − 43a5a2 + 76b401 + 16a5;1 + 16b412;4)ω1.
The curvature
Ψnull = dψnull +ψnull ∧ ψnull
takes the form (3.7), where L1 = 0 and
K1 = −
29
6
a2a3a4 −
43
4
a2a3a5 +
5
6
b302;0 −
1
6
b401;1 +
25
12
b402;0 −
8
3
a2;1a4 −
8
3
a2;1a5 +
5
12
a5;1a2
−
4
3
a5;1a3 − 7a
2
3a4 −
47
3
a23a5 +
9
2
a22a4 +
40
3
a22a5 −
53
12
a2b412;4 +
19
6
a3b401 + 6a3b412;4
−
13
3
a5b302 −
97
12
a5b402 −
53
12
a4b302 −
49
6
a4b402 −
25
12
a2b401,
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Since L1 = 0, it follows that the path geometry locally arises from a projective structure on the leaf
space of the foliation ℓ2. Such surfaces are integral surfaces of Icong discussed in Remark 5.4
2. 
Remark 5.6. Using Cartan-Ka¨hler analysis, it follows that projective structures arising from the
construction above on the leaves of Icong locally depend on 1 function of 2 variables.
It turns out that if the half-flat Cayley structure is torsion-free, i.e., a1 = 0, then the projective
structure on the leaves of the null foliation Icong is flat.
5.3. Ultra-half-flatness and 2D path geometries. There is yet another appearance of 2-dimensional
path geometry. As discussed in the previous section, the condition a6 = 0, implies that the Pfaffian
system Icong is integrable. Consider the 2-dimensional leaf space, Q, of the induced foliation on M .
The 1-forms (ω2, ω3) give a coframe on Q. We would like to investigate the conditions that imply the
existence of a path geometry on Q. Motivated by [Cal14], we give the following definition
Definition 5.7. A half-flat Cayley structure is called ultra-half-flat if it is equipped with a foliation
by null surfaces whose locally defined space of leaves has a path geometry.
Remark 5.8. Recall from Section 4.1 that Cayley structures that are half-flat correspond to a class
of 3D path geometries on the leaf space of the Pfaffian system Ihf . The term ultra-flatness is used to
highlight the association of an additional 2D path geometry.
In order to find conditions that ensure Definition 3.1 is satisfied for some 3-fold projecting to Q,
we make the replacement
(5.3) γ2 = θ2 − a3ω
0
As a result, the 1-forms (ω2, ω3, γ2) satisfy
dω2 = −(ψ0 + ψ1)∧ ω2 + ω3 ∧ γ2,
dω3 ≡ −ψ0 ∧ ω
3 mod ω2,
dγ2 ≡ −ψ1 ∧ γ
2
+ ( ∂
∂ω3
a3 + b203)ω0 ∧ ω3 mod ω2,
where ψ0 ≡ φ0 + 3φ1, ψ1 ≡ −φ1 modulo {ω0, ω1, ω2, ω3, θ1, γ2}.
Assuming
(5.4) ∂
∂ω3
a3 + b203 = 0,
it follows that the Pfaffian system
Iuhf = {ω2, ω3, γ2}
is integrable. Moreover, its 3-dimensional space of leaves, Suhf , is endowed with a path geometry,
where ℓ1, ℓ2 correspond to the foliations {ω2, γ2}⊥ and {ω2, ω3}⊥, respectively.
Imposing the condition a6 =
∂
∂ω3
a3 + b203 = 0 and checking the relations arising from d
2 = 0, one
obtains a branching based on the two possibilities
a5 = 0,(5.5a)
a5 = −
1
2
a4(5.5b)
Let us assume that the conditions a6 = a5 =
∂
∂ω3
a3 + b203 = 0 are satisfied. As a result, the path
geometry (Suhf , ℓ1, ℓ2) carries an sl3(R)-valued 1-form ψuhf , as in (3.6), where
π0 = ω2, π1 = ω3, π2 = γ2,
ψ0 = −a1ω
2
− a2ω
1
− a4ω
0
+ φ0 + 3φ1, ψ1 = a2ω
1
+ a4ω
0
− φ1
µ2 = a1γ
2
+ (2a1a3 − b303 − 2b403)ω0 − b212ω1 + (−13b323 − 43b423 − 13b435;3)ω2
+ b223ω
3
+ (−2a2 − a3)θ1,
µ1 =
2
3
(a2 − a3)ω2, µ0 = 23(a3 − a2)γ2 + (−13b212 − b313)ω2 − 13(b323 + b423 + b435;3)ω3
2Since the integral manifolds of Icong are referred to as null surfaces of M, we used the subscript null for the 3-fold S.
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The curvature Ψuhf = dψuhf + ψuhf ∧ ψuhf is expressed as (3.7), where
(5.6)
K1 = b223;2 +
1
3
b323;3 +
4
3
b423;3 + 3b223a1 − 2b123a2 − b123a3 +
1
3
b435;33,
L1 = −
4
3
a4.
Carrying out necessary Cartan-Ka¨hler analysis, one arrives at the following theorem.
Theorem 5.9. A half-flat Cayley structure satisfying a6 = a5 =
∂
∂ω3
a3 + b203 = 0 in (2.12) is ultra-
half-flat. Locally, such Cayley structures depend on 3 functions of 3 variables. Moreover, such
ultra-half-flat Cayley structures for which the path geometries (Snull, ℓ1, ℓ2) and (Suhf , ℓ1, ℓ2) are both
projectively flat depend on 8 functions of 2 variables.
Remark 5.10. In the case a6 =
∂
∂ω3
a3 + b203 = 0 and a5 = −
1
2
a4 the quotient space is equipped with
a projective structure, i.e., L1 = 0 and the invariant K1 is identical to K1 in (5.6). Moreover, such
Cayley structures depend on 4 functions of 3 variables.
Remark 5.11. For a half-flat Cayley structure that is torsion-free, i.e., a1 = 0, the obstruction for
ultra-half-flatness is b203 = 0, in which case the quotient space is endowed with a projective structure.
Torsion-free ultra-half-flat Cayley structures locally depend on 4 functions of 2 variables. Finally, one
obtains that torsion-free ultra-half-flat Cayley structures for which the path geometry (Suhf , ℓ1, ℓ2) is
projectively flat, locally depend on 2 function of 2 variables.
6. Dispersionless Lax pairs
The purpose of this section is to put a half-flat Cayley structure in a preferred coordinate system
and describe the half-flatness condition in terms of a dispersionless integrable system. We shall also
present an alternative way of viewing the 2D path geometries appearing in Section 5.
6.1. A normal form. Using the correspondence between pairs of second order ODEs and half-flat
Cayley structures as described in Theorem 4.5, we find a convenient coframing on M which will be
used to find a Lax pair.
Proposition 6.1. For a half-flat Cayley structure given by ρ in (2.1), there are local coordinates with
respect to which
ω0 = dz2
ω1 = dp2 − (∂p1F2dz1 + ∂p2F2dz2)
ω2 = dz1 −Edz2
ω3 = dp1 −Edp2 − (∂p1F1dz1 + ∂p2F1dz2) +E(∂p1F2dz1 + ∂p2F2dz2)
for some functions E,F1, F2 in variables (z1, z2, p1, p2).
Proof. The idea of proof is similar to what is presented in [DFK15] in the conformal setting. Given
a half-flat Cayley structure on M , Theorem 4.5 allows one to identify M as the solution space of a
pair of second order ODEs (4.1) via the quotient map π∶J1(R,R2)→M. As in the proof of Theorem
4.5, let V = (V1, V2) denote a normal frame of D corresponding to a projective vector field X ∈ Γ(X).
Let J0 be the submanifold of J
1(R,R2) corresponding to t = 0. Denote
(6.1) Yi = ∂pi .
The freedom for a choice of the initial condition for (4.5b) allows us to take Vi = Yi on J0. Furthermore,
by (4.5), with initial conditions f ∣J0 = 1 and X(f)∣J0 = 0, we get
(6.2) Z1 = ∂z1 +
1
2
(∂p1F1∂p1 + ∂p1F2∂p2), Z2 = ∂z2 + 12(∂p2F1∂p1 + ∂p2F2∂p2),
where Zi = adX Vi on J0. We shall drop the factor
1
2
in the formulae as it can be incorporated in
functions F1 and F2. The formulae for V and adX V above are general and valid for any choice of
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the torsion. Now we shall utilize special properties of TX . Firstly, without any lost of generality, we
can assume that there is a function E such that the vector field
K = V2 +EV1
spans the one-dimensional kernel of TX . Secondly, since ∇XT
X is proportional to TX , it follows that
∇X preserves K and consequently X(E) = 0 and adX K = adX V2 +E adX V1.
Now, let λ = λ(t, x, y) be the natural integral parameter on each integral line of X satisfying
λ∣J0 = 0. Then (λ,x∣J0 , y∣J0) is a new system of coordinates on J1(R,R2), where (x∣J0 , y∣J0) becomes
constants of integration of the system. Since, ad2X K = ∂
2
λK = 0 mod X, after taking into account
the initial condition on J0, we get
(6.3) K(λ) = Y2 +EY1 + λ(Z2 +EZ1) mod X.
A complementary normal vector field L satisfies ad2X L = ∂
2
λL =K mod X which leads to
(6.4) L(λ) = Y1 + λZ1 + λ2
2
(Y2 +EY1) + λ3
6
(Z2 +EZ1) mod X.
Vector fields Y1, Y2,Z1,Z2 are given explicitly by (6.1) and (6.2) and we define ω
0, . . . , ω3 to be dual
to Z2 +EZ1, Y2 +EY1, Z1 and Y1, respectively. Note that there is a canonical identification J0 ≡M .
Hence, the restriction of ωi’s to J0 defines a coframing on M which, by construction, is adapted to
the original Cayley structure. 
Remark 6.2. Proposition 6.1 can be rephrased in the language of [KM] so that any half-flat Cayley
structure is H-flat, where H is the following 5-dimensional subgroup of GL4(R)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 0
e 1 0 0
h1 h2 1 0
h3 h4 e 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
In other words, for a half-flat Cayley structure one can always find local coordinate system w =(w1, . . . ,w4)T and an H-valued function h such that hdw is a local coframe adapted to the structure.
In the notation of Proposition 6.1 w1 = p1, w2 = p2, w3 = z1 and w4 = z2.
6.2. A Lax pair. Now we shall express half-flatness of a Cayley structure with the coframing given
in Proposition 6.1. The ruling planes for the Cayley structure are spanned by λ-dependent vector
fields Kλ and Rλ given explicitly by
Kλ =K1 + λK2,
Rλ = R1 + λR2 +
1
3
λ2K1
where the vector fields K1, K2, R1 and R2 are dual to 1-forms ω
i, respectively, i.e.
K1 = ∂p2 +E∂p1 , K2 = ∂z2 +E∂z1 + P∂p1 +Q∂p2 ,
R1 = ∂p1 , R2 = ∂z1 + S∂p1 + T∂p2 ,
with
P =K1(F1), Q =K1(F2), S = R1(F1), T = R1(F2)
Note that if a structure is half-flat then Kλ = π∗K and R = π∗L −
λ2
6
π∗K where K and L are vector
fields on J given by (6.3) and (6.4), respectively.
In order to characterize the half-flatness we look for a rank-2 distribution on J that projects to
ruling planes. For this we consider the following lifts of Kλ and Rλ to vector fields on J
(6.5)
L0 =Kλ +m(λ)∂λ,
L1 = Rλ + n(λ)∂λ,
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and ask if there exist a choice of m(λ) and n(λ) such that L0 and L1 span an integrable distribution.
We shall show that m(λ) and n(λ) are polynomial functions in λ and refer to (L0,L1) as the Lax
pair. The integrability condition
(6.6) [L0,L1] ∈ span{L0,L1}
gives a system of differential equations for functions F1, F2 and E, which are satisfied if and only if
the structure is half-flat. We shall not write the system explicitly due to its length and the fact that
the expression is not illuminating. However we have the following
Proposition 6.3. The functions m(λ) and n(λ) in (6.5) have the following form
m(λ) = 1
3
λ3ψ(λ) + λ2ϕ(λ), n(λ) = −λ2
3
(m(λ) + 3η(λ) + ξ(λ)),
where
ψ(λ) =Kλ(E),
ϕ(λ) =Kλ(S) −Rλ(P ) + SRλ(E) −EKλ(T ) +ERλ(Q) −ETRλ(E),
ξ(λ) = Rλ(E),
η(λ) =Kλ(T ) −Rλ(Q) + TRλ(E).
Proof. In order to find (L0,L1), we shall consider a rank-3 distribution E on J spanned by Kλ, Rλ
and ∂λ. Clearly [E ,E] = TJ . Linear algebra shows that there is unique rank-2 sub-distribution D ⊂ E
satisfying [D,D] ⊂ E . Such D is uniquely defined by the kernel of the linear mapping E ∧E → (TJ)/E
induced by the Lie bracket of sections. This sub-distribution is spanned exactly by L0 = Kλ +m∂λ
and L1 = Rλ+n∂λ, where m and n can be directly (and uniquely) computed as a solution to a system
of linear (algebraic) equations. 
Remark 6.4. The functions m(λ) and n(λ) are polynomial in λ of degree 4 and 6 respectively. The
system (6.6), referred to as the Lax system, is overdetermined consisting of 8 non-linear equations of
second order for 3 unknown functions E, F1 and F2, with a general solution depending on a number of
functions in three variables. However, unfortunately, the system is not involutive. This is in contrast
to the half-flat conformal case where the system obtained similarly is involutive [DFK15].
6.3. Special cases. We shall exploit Proposition 6.3 and analyze structures considered in Section 5.
We shall show how they can be interpret in terms of the Lax pair defined above in (6.5).
6.3.1. The path geometry on the three parameter family of surfaces. Recall that J is equipped with
a double fibration π∶J →M and τ ∶J → T . The ruling planes on M are projections via π of fibers of
τ . However, since locally J ≅ J1(R,R2), it follows that the fibers of τ have a natural affine structure.
Consequently the ruling planes have natural affine structure and, moreover, it is straightforward to
check that the null curves on ruling planes are exactly the straight lines with respect to the affine
structure. This means that the path geometry on the ruling planes is flat. This gives another proof
of Proposition 5.2. Note that this reasoning generalizes directly to other half-flat causal structures in
dimension 4 as well as to higher dimensional structures defined by ODEs.
6.3.2. Null foliation. The null foliation of Section 5.2 is defined by imposing the integrability condition
on the rank-2 distribution on M defined as
K = span{Kλ ∣ λ ∈ R} = span{K1,K2}.
Recall that TX is of rank one for Cayley structures. The distribution K is invariantly defined by pro-
jection of kernels of TX along 1-dimensional fibers of π∶J ≅ J1(R,R2)→ J/X ≅M . The integrability
condition for K is written as [K1,K2] ∈ K. It reads
K1(E) = 0, K2(E) =K1(P ) −EK1(Q).
Direct computations show that under this condition the function m(λ) is of degree 3 in λ, while in
general it is of degree 4. This immediately proves that the path geometry of Section 5.2 is necessarily
projective.
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6.3.3. Ultra-half-flat case. The ultra-half-flatness can be explained by the existence of a 2-parameter
family of 3-dimensional submanifolds of M with the property that for each point x ∈ M and any
ruling plane Px ⊆ TxM there is a submanifold S in the family which passes through x and satisfies
TxS = Px +Kx. The family give rise to a 3-dimensional foliation of J which is spanned by lifts of K1,
K2 and Rλ. Equivalently, it is spanned by L0, L1 and a lift of K1 which is given by
L2 =K1 + (λ2K1(S) − λ2EK1(T ) + λRλ(E))∂λ.
Indeed, in order to find L2 one considers a 4-distribution Q on J spanned jointly by π−1∗ K and L1.
Recall D = span{L0,L1}. Then the mapping [L1, .]∶Q/D → TJ/Q defined by the Lie bracket with
L1 has one dimensional kernel which can be found explicitly by solving a linear system of algebraic
equations. The kernel is spanned exactly by the vector field L2 given above modulo L0 and L1.
The integrability condition for the rank-3 distribution spanned by L0,L1 and L2 descents to the
involutive system of Theorem 5.9.
Appendix
In this section we will present the relations between the quantities bijk in structure equations (2.12)
as described below
(A.1)
b213 = 0, b214 = 0, b234 = 0, b101 = b303 + b403, b102 = b313, b103 = b323, b104 = −a4,
b105 = −a2, b112 = −b323 − b423, b113 = b223, b114 = −2a3, b115 = a1, b124 = −a1,
b125 = 0, b134 = 0, b135 = 0, b145 = 0, b201 = b302 + b402, b202 = b303 + b403 + b312,
b203 = b313, b204 = −a6, b205 = 0, b215 = a2 − a3, b224 = −2a3, b225 = a1, b235 = 0,
b245 = 0, b304 = 0, b305 = −5a6, b314 = a6, b315 = 0, b324 = −a4, b325 = −a2, b334 = a2,
b335 = 0, b345 = 0, b404 = 0, b405 = 3a6, b413 = −
1
2
b313 +
1
2
b212, b414 = −
3
2
a6,
b415 = −
1
2
a5, b424 = a5 + a4, b425 = −a3 + 2a2, b434 = −a2 − a3, b435 = a1, b445 = 0.
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Additionally, the expression of the sl4(R)-valued Cartan connection (3.2), mentioned in Section 4.1
and (4.11) is as follows.
(A.2)
ψ0 = (a4 + a5)ω0 + φ0,
ψ1 = (a2 − a3)ω1 + φ0 + φ1,
ψ2 = a1ω
2
+ a4ω
0
− 2φ1,
γ1 = −
1
2
a6ω
0
+ (−3
4
a2 +
1
2
a3)ω2,
γ2 = a2ω
3
+ a5ω
2
+ 2a6ω
1,
µ3 = (12a1a2 − b303 + 14b312 − 32b403 + 14b412 + 14b323;4 − 14b434;2)ω0 − b212ω1
+(−1
2
b323 −
5
4
b423 −
1
4
b435;3)ω2 + a1θ2 − 2a3θ1 + b223ω3
µ2= (−2516a1a6 − 94a2a4 − 9732a2a5 − 14a3a4 − 2a3a5 + 1132b301 + 2116b401 − 18a5;1 + 78b412;4)ω0
+(b302 + b402)ω1 + (12a1a2 + 54b312 − 12b403 + 14b412 + 14b323;4 − 14b434;2)ω2 + b313ω3
−a6θ
1
+ (a4 + a5)θ2,
µ1= (32a1a2 + 34b312 − 32b403 + 34b412 − 14b323;4 − 34b434;2)ω1 + (12b323 + 14b423 + 14b435;3)ω3
+(1
4
a1a4 + a
2
2 − a2a3 −
1
4
b402 −
1
4
b312;5)ω0 + (−12a21 + 14b212 + 14b313 − 14b423;5 − 14b435;2)ω2
+(−3
4
a2 +
1
2
a3)θ2,
µ0 = (−3532a2a5 − 2a3a5 − 2716a1a6 − 34a2a4 − 34a3a4 + 3332b301 + 3116b401 − 38a5;1 + 58b412;4)ω1
+(−1
2
a3a6 + a2a6 −
1
2
a6;1)ω0 + (12a2a3 + 34a1a4 − 12a23 + 34b302 + 12a3;1 − 34b312;5)ω2
+(3
2
a1a2 +
3
4
b312 −
3
2
b403 +
3
4
b412 −
1
4
b323;4 −
3
4
b434;2)ω3 − 12a6θ2
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